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focus something on someone something cambridge Mar 26 2024
web b2 to give a lot of attention to one particular person subject or thing tonight s programme focuses on the
way that homelessness affects the young focus your attention on someone something when the kitchen is
finished i m going to focus my attention on the back yard and get that straightened out fewer examples

focus on synonyms 35 similar and opposite words merriam
webster Feb 25 2024
web synonyms for focus on concentrate on fall to settle down buckle down to zero in on knuckle down to
address plunge in antonyms of focus on avoid evade shun fiddle around play fool mess lag

focus english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 24 2024
web focus definition 1 the main or central point of something especially of attention or interest 2 careful learn
more

focus on or be focused on what re the nuances Dec 23 2023
web feb 1 2019   what re the nuances between focus on and be focused on for some tricky sentence like you ve
been so focused on the stage should i interpret it as you focus on the stage very much or people focus on

32 synonyms antonyms for focus on thesaurus com Nov 22 2023
web find 32 different ways to say focus on along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

how to focus on yourself 17 ways to prioritize your needs wikihow
Oct 21 2023
web mar 11 2024   when you focus on yourself you re committed to addressing your own mental emotional and
physical needs on a regular basis focusing on yourself doesn t mean you care for others less it simply means
you won t drain yourself to please them which is absolutely a fair healthy choice

focus on definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 20
2023
web focus on 1 v center upon synonyms center center on concentrate on revolve about revolve around type of
bear on come to concern have to doe with

need help staying focused try these 10 tips healthline Aug 19
2023
web oct 16 2019   learn proven ways to improve your focus and concentration at work school or with any task
that needs your full attention staying focused can sometimes be a challenge

focus verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Jul
18 2023
web focus on somebody something let your eyes focus on objects that are further away from you in this scene
the camera focuses on the actor s face focus something look at me he says focusing the camera focus
something on somebody something he focused his blue eyes on her i quickly focused the camera on the
children focus something

focus in or focus on meaning grammar and correct usage Jun 17



2023
web jul 7 2021   focus on is correct when focus is a verb usually related to an object this is the most common
usage of the phrase the scenario s in which focus in can be used correctly are largely limited to photography
and the act of focusing a camera in closer on an object or as a noun when referring to an internal element
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